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Introduction

This is documentation for how to format course listings. A monospaced font is used for the name and number in order to keep a consistent width between all departments and with all numbers. There is no special CSS used for this—only the default tools given by Drupal 7 are required to achieve this.

ECON 6217  Survey of Economics: Intermediate Microeconomics
PPPA 6002  Research Methods and Applied Statistics

How to Use

First, write a list of all the courses in alphabetical and numeric order without any concern for specific styles. Make sure to use Shift+Enter instead of Enter for new lines. Shift+Enter will add a single-line <br> break to the HTML, whereas Enter will add a full line <p> break. If your list has three-letter course names mixed with four-letter course names, make sure to have a leading space for all three-letter course names. In addition to this, have two spaces (not one) after the course number. At this stage, your list should look like the following:

PPPA 8101  Research Methods
PPPA 8105  Seminar in Public Finance and Budgeting
PSC 8103  Approaches to Public Policy Analysis
PSC 8229  Politics and Public Policy
There is only one last step to do. Highlight the course number and name and set the font to Courier New through the standard Drupal 7 WYSIWYG. Make sure to select the leading space before three-letter course names, but do not select the two spaces after the course number. Your course list should now be formatted properly:

PPPA 8101 Research Methods
PPPA 8105 Seminar in Public Finance and Budgeting
PSC 8103 Approaches to Public Policy Analysis
PSC 8229 Politics and Public Policy